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Extended Abstract
Introduction
It is increasingly more evident that the current state of the global car fleet poses a threat to quality of life. Petrol and diesel cars
cause CO2 emissions and air pollution affecting climate change and public health, causing negative externalities to the individual and
society (Hoek et al., 2013; Künzli et al., 2000; Lorenzoni & Pidgeon, 2006; Reuveny, 2007; Woodcock et al., 2009). It is globally
acknowledged that CO2 emissions should be decreased (United Nations, 2015), and an increasing amount of environmental policies
restrict the sales of diesel cars or its access to urban areas for the sake of cleaner air (Cames & Helmers, 2013: 14–18). Zero-emission
vehicles, like battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and fuel cell vehicles (FCVs), are currently reasoned to have the greatest potential to
replace vehicles relying on fossil fuels. The market share of BEVs is growing in several countries and the market share of FCVs is
expected to grow within the next decade. Plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs), which can both be charged and run on fossil fuels, are
believed to be a stepping stone for the transition towards zero emission vehicles, useful in consumer acceptance of electric charging
and for cost reductions in the production of BEVs.
Market transition to electric vehicles is widely stimulated and researched (Figenbaum, 2016; Keith, Naumov, & Sterman, 2017;
Thiel, Krause, & Dilara, 2015), as well as debated concerning its policy cost effectiveness and cost fairness (Aasness & Odeck, 2015;
Holtsmark & Skonhoft, 2014). The aim of this research is to derive useful policies for stimulating the future sales of PHEVs and BEVs
for the passenger markets in Norway and the Netherlands. Next to that, it aims for a deeper understanding of the feedback loop
complexity that causes yearly sales shares of PHEV’s and BEV’s till 2030. It makes use of the system dynamics Powertrain Technology
Transition Market Agent Model (PTTMAM; Harrison, Thiel, & Jones, 2016; Pasaoglu et al., 2016).
The PTTMAM was built to compare historic and future alternative fuel vehicle scenarios based on data from the European Union
(EU). Previous research uses the PTTMAM to perform policy analysis with regards to scenarios at the EU level, as well as within and
between individual countries (Harrison & Thiel, 2017a, 2017b; Pasaoglu et al., 2016). The model is developed around the interaction
between consumers, producers, infrastructure and authorities. The PTTMAM baseline scenarios are found to be generally conservative
in comparison with other models (Harrison & Thiel, 2017a: 171; Pasaoglu, Honselaar, & Thiel, 2012). Recent policy analysis research
with the PTTMAM arrived at satisfying replication of historic behavior for the PHEV and BEV markets in the UK and the Netherlands
(Harrison & Thiel, 2017b). The PTTMAM version used for this paper consists of all current EU member states plus Norway. Model
documentation and elaborate descriptions are available in previous publications (Harrison & Thiel, 2017b: 2–4; Harrison et al., 2016;
Pasaoglu et al., 2016).

Methods
We use an updated version of the model which includes Norway. First, the use of automated calibration is explored to discover its
added value in validating the model with respect to reflecting the historic data on new registrations of PHEVs and BEVs in Norway and
the Netherlands (Oliva, 2003). As part of this we perform statistical fit analysis to historic development in comparison with previous
findings (Harrison & Thiel, 2017b). Secondly, based on the high-level overview published by Harrison and Thiel (2017b: 3) two causal
loop diagrams are constructed. These causal loop diagrams inform a loop knock-out analysis, which is conducted according to earlier
practice (Ford, 1999; Sterman, 2000). Third, policy scenarios for Norway and the Netherlands are compared to show the hypothetical
effects of taxes, tax exemptions, and emission penalties to producers, on the sales shares of PHEVs and BEVs (example shown in Figure
1).

Results and Conclusion
Based on the automated calibration procedures we discuss the realism of the current implementation of financial incentives in the
model, and the usefulness of automated calibration in general. Part of the automated calibration and financial incentives have found
to be of little effect on the endpoint of the future scenarios; only the Norwegian market uptake of PHEV was found to be relatively
sensitive to changes in the calibrated parameters. As such most of the produced scenarios are deemed to be useful for policy analysis.
Insights from the loop knock-out analysis support previous findings that earlier technologies can hinder market uptake of later,
better technologies. The outcomes of scenarios with various combinations of future policies are discussed, in which the least-emissions
scenarios include a combination of 1) the continuation of current circulation and registration tax exemptions, 2) zero emission targets
by 2030 for producers, and 3) proportional tax increases to consumers who drive polluting vehicles. Scenarios are described in which
both the Netherlands and Norway come close to their respective goals for emissions of passenger vehicle sales in 2030 and 2025
(Fridstrøm & Østli, 2016; Koelemeijer et al., 2017; Norsk elbilforening, 2018; Rutte, van Haersma Buma, Pechtold, & Segers, 2017).
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".BEV Sales Share Netherlands" : ''Only Cur. Circ. and Reg. Tax etc' & 'Emission Targets Reach 0 by 2030' & 'Polluter Pays'
".BEV Sales Share Norway" : ''Only Cur. Circ. and Reg. Tax etc' & 'Emission Targets Reach 0 by 2030' & 'Polluter Pays'
".PHEV Sales Share Netherlands" : ''Only Cur. Circ. and Reg. Tax etc' & 'Emission Targets Reach 0 by 2030' & 'Polluter Pays'
".PHEV Sales Share Norway" : ''Only Cur. Circ. and Reg. Tax etc' & 'Emission Targets Reach 0 by 2030' & 'Polluter Pays'
FCV Sales Share Netherlands : ''Only Cur. Circ. and Reg. Tax etc' & 'Emission Targets Reach 0 by 2030' & 'Polluter Pays'
FCV Sales Share Norway : ''Only Cur. Circ. and Reg. Tax etc' & 'Emission Targets Reach 0 by 2030' & 'Polluter Pays'

Figure 1. Scenarios concerning the hypothetical effects of a combination of tax exemptions, pollution taxes, and emission penalties (assuming these
start in 2020, and all else stays equal)
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